
Adventures TOP Five  K-5 Grade 
Math Curriculum Recommendations

Please know that there is not a perfect home school curriculum for math.  Every family is different and 
every child in that family often learns differently.  After taking a survey of many veteran home school 
moms, we have put together the top 5 curricula that were recommended to you.  CathyDuffyReviews.com 
offers excellent reviews of each of these choices and many more.  We would encourage you to use her 
reviews in examining each of the programs below.  We hope this page of our recommendations along with 
Cathy Duffy’s information will help you in your selection.  This list is not meant to discredit any of the 
other effective math programs not listed below, but to highlight the 5 most popular in our Home School 
community.  *Sue’s Choice
 
1. *Horizons Math: This was my favorite math for early grades.  The workbooks are colorful.  The information 
moves along a little quick, but bright students do not get bored with repetition. Comes with two student 
workbooks and a teacher book which I did not use in the early grades.  I supplemented this math with *Singapore 
Math because Singapore brought in more word problems and helped us see math in practical application while 
developing critical thinking skills. “I loved Horizons. A math head can soar through quickly or an average math or 
struggling math kid can go at their own pace. The layout of the pages did not make you want to rip your eyeballs 
out.”
See Review: https://cathyduffyreviews.com/homeschool-reviews-core-curricula/math/grades-k-6/horizons-math

2. Singapore Math (aka Primary Mathematics):  This program teaches children to think mathematically rather 
than just having them memorize the mechanics of problem solving. Primary Mathematics lays a solid foundation 
for conceptual understanding using a three-step process, taking children from concrete, to pictorial, then abstract 
approaches to learning. Concepts are addressed from a number of directions that challenge students to think and 
understand.
See Review: https://cathyduffyreviews.com/homeschool-reviews-core-curricula/math/grades-k-6/singapore-math-
primary-mathematics

3. Bob Jones (BJU) / Abeka Math-  These are two of the more traditional classroom math curriculum. They are 
both excellent and offer a lot of explanation to both parents teaching and students learning.  There is plenty of 
review and practice involved.   “BJU it’s colorful, fun, academically challenging and because it has the very best 
teacher guide to take you seamlessly through each lesson.”  “BJU explains the why behind the math, very 
structured. Challenging, yet fun. It was highly recommended to me.”  “Abeka works for us. I work the front page 
with them. I like the constant review on the back of the page, but I don’t make them do all problems. it’s a 
constant review and my son needs that.”
See Review: https://cathyduffyreviews.com/homeschool-reviews-core-curricula/math/grades-k-6/a-beka-
arithmetic-series

4. Math-U-See combines hands-on methodology with incremental instruction and continual review in this 
manipulative-based program. It excels in its hands-on presentation of math concepts that enables students to 
understand how math works. “It presented math in a way that this math-challenged mom truly understood better. 
It was so much simpler to grasp in the way it built upon each concept. The way it was structured made sure that 
my boys I understood each concept before moving on.”   
See Review: https://cathyduffyreviews.com/homeschool-reviews-core-curricula/math/grades-k-6/math-u-see

5. Saxon We use Saxon in the HEED program starting with the Saxon 7/6 book which is used for our 6th graders. 
“My favorite was Saxon. It gives a good foundation but my more visual learner preferred BJU!” “We liked Saxon 
and using all their accessories making shapes with bands, bears, building blocks and more.”  “I second Saxon. 
Great foundation! Their manipulative are fun and engaging.”  “Saxon is a High School fixture for many home 
schoolers.  We have use the curriculum at HEED (with the exception of Geometry) for over 15 years with 
tremendous success.” “Students are well prepared for SAT/ACT testing after using Saxon.” 
See Reviews: https://cathyduffyreviews.com/homeschool-reviews-core-curricula/math/math-grades-k-6/
saxon-math-k3
https://cathyduffyreviews.com/homeschool-reviews-core-curricula/math/grades-9-12/saxon-math-54-
through-calculus
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